


Beginning in pre-historic times and continuing through to today, the human figure has perhaps been one of 
the principle subjects recurring throughout art history. Often symbolizing cultural values, religious beliefs and 
metaphorical representations during a given era, the human form has been a key symbol in questioning the 
human condition in its complexity. Its representation in art history is thus a complicated one and should be 
understood in a process of reflection on the origin and evolution of humanity. 

This exhibition looks at the human figure in contemporary art practice and is structured around two central 
concepts that we believe are inextricably intertwined: the element of time and the question ‘How much of you 
is defined by other people?’.

Human beings can only reveal their true self in the most complete way to themselves and merely in a limited 
capacity to the outside world. They use memory selectively and judge each other on what they know or think 
they know.  Mere parts of our appearance, personality and life story are perceived by others, though instantly 
interpreted and subsequently resulting into a new story. A cycle of narratives about each individual is thus 
initiated in the memories of others. Consequently this elusive concept of identity triggers a chain reaction in 
time. 

The artist has the power to stop this chain reaction by capturing a glimpse and visually materialising it in the 
artwork. This pause happens as soon as the work is finished, creating a moment in time, now, just for a little 
while, until it is presented to the audience. At that moment an infinite amount of narratives are once again 
initiated. Now & Everything In Between is where the pause button is undone and these narratives continue. This 
is where an act of revelation and concealment resumes.

This exhibition includes six artists whom we believe encapsulate these ideas of identity in varying ways. They 
embrace the figurative traditions of the past and use them as a springboard for their own personal visions. Nicki 
Cheevers’ photographs and Fiona Finnegan’s paintings question what there is to hide. Paul MacCormaic adds 
a humorous twist to his socio political portraits while the fragile doll portraits of Eleanor McCaughey seem to 
address our idea of beauty. Paraic Leahy’s morphed portraits and David Booth’s monumental paintings make us 
realise nothing and nobody is ever as it seems. The works in this exhibition holds an enigmatic relationship with 
the real world. They create a moment in time reflective of the contemporary psyche.
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Now & Everything In Between



David Booth

‘Brendan’  oil on canvas 240x120cm



Fiona Finnegan 

 ‘Robe’ oil on panel 40 x 50cm



Paraic Leahy

‘The Heiress’ oil on wood 58 x 70cm



Paul MacCormaic

‘The Last Man to darn his Socks’  oil on wood panel  60x49cm



Eleanor Mc Caughy

‘Doll 1’ oil on wood panel 25x35cm



Nicki Cheevers

Suture : I  photograph on panel 25x35cm



Nicki Cheevers

NeXus Arts is an artist-led, not for profit and independent curatorial team that aims to 

present inspired contemporary visual arts.

NeXus Arts aspires to facilitate innovative, engaging and thought provoking work by 

both emerging and established artists.

NeXus Arts wants to produce shows at diverse locations whilst catalysing a critical 

dialogue with the wider visual arts community of Ireland and beyond.
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